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Brigham Theodore is a courtroom brawler, a criminal defense attorney who spends his time

slugging it out with the government in court. A year after winning his biggest case, he finds himself

at a new firm defending clients of every kind. Drug dealers, gangsters, con men and thugs are the

people he defends every day. For him, the fight is what matters. As the new hotshot lawyer in town,

Brigham is referred an engineer accused of euthanizing his wife who was dying of pancreatic

cancer. Brigham believes the case to be an easy one, a plea deal down the line for a sympathetic

husband. But Vince Dale, once the prosecutor on Brigham's biggest case and now the County

Attorney, remembers the sting of defeat and refuses to make a plea bargain on the case. With

nothing left to lose, Brigham must use every ounce of fight he has in him to defend a man who has

the full weight of the government pressing down on him, and who might not survive it.
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I really like this series, but unfortunately, I've only been able to find two books. I really hope there

are more coming down the pike! The characters are interesting and complete, and very human. The

ending was great, too. I highly recommend this series, which should be read in order. I am perusing

this author's other books hoping to find more gems.



This is a well thought out legal thriller that contains numerous sub-plots and very complicated

reasonings that lead to a very abrupt and well-meaning conclusion that leads one to a very subtle

reasoning that can be applied to life's experience !!!!! I would recommend this book to anyone !!!!!

I am a huge fan of Victor Methos. He writes intriguing stories and develops interesting characters.

Love the characters after getting to know them in the 1st book. Superb writing that makes court

drama come alive...and simple to understand. I did not figure out the twist ending at all...perfect!!

This book read right along, wouldn't call it a page turner with intense suspense. Just a good read

with good courtroom scenes. Ending was abrupt but good. Will read more from this author.

Really enjoyed the first Neon Lawyer but this second showing wasn't nearly as interesting. Seemed

scattered and much less developed.

I am a reader and love this mans work! I have now read 3 of his efforts and could not stop reading

and was sad that they were over. I am now going to  to find more of his books. I look forward to

reading more and as much as I loved the first one, they seem to get even better if at all possible.

Thank You, John Antonelli

I am seriously in love with this author. His books suck me in, and I can't seem to make myself put

them down! I immediately looked for Book 3, but I guess it's not out yet!! Loved the twist - did not

see that coming AT ALL. I really hope Victor Methos hurries up with Book 3, because I'm READY!!!
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